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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North Building
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

OFFiCE C&F SECRETARY
RUL.M'A sIKINGS AND

ADJUDiCATIONS STAFF

Re: NuRC Analysis and Review of Alternatives for Controlling the Release of Solid

Materials from NuRC-Licensed Facilities

Dear Sir or Madam:

On behalf of the Wire Reinforcement Institute (WRI) we are writing to offer the following

comments and observations regarding the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NuRC) consideration of

regulations intended to manage the release of solid materials from NuRC-licensed facilities for recycling

into consumer products.

The WRI is a 501(c)(6) non-profit trade association comprised of member companies that

produce welded wire reinforcement used in concrete construction. WRI learned of the NuRC's

ongoing review through a communication received from the Portland Cement Association (PCA). As

welded wire reinforcement is very often a critical component of concrete construction, the WRI and its

member companies have a significant economic interest in any efforts to promulgate regulations that

have the potential to negatively impact the concrete and aggregate industries and public confidence in

the use of concrete.

It is our understanding that under current procedures, the NuRC reviews licensee applications

for release of these solid materials for disposal or recycling on a case-by-case basis. Through materials

received from the PCA, including PCA's Comments on the December 7-8, 1999 Meeting Summary for

the NuRC Workshop on Control of Solid Materials, WRI has learned that NuRC licensees have

petitioned the NuRC to promulgate regulations that would establish a standard practice and acceptable

level of radioactivity and which would allow for routine release and recycling of radioactive

contaminated concrete, rebar and other materials generated from the routine maintenance and

dismantling of licensee facilities. WRI wishes to express its opposition to any rulemaking that would

provide for the recycled use of radioactive concrete and materials salvaged from NuRC-licensed

facilities.

From an economic standpoint, regulations that would establish an "acceptable" level of

radioactivity in recycled concrete and aggregate products pose a significant threat to the marketability

of WRI member products. The public's well-entrenched perception that any level of radioactivity is

harmful has the potential to cause a significant decline in public confidence in and willingness to

purchase concrete and concrete-related components that might incorporate recycled radioactive

materials. Examples of unacceptable recycling of radioactive materials into consumer concrete products
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include use of radioactive scrap metal in reinforcing bars and wire, or crushed demolition radioactive

concrete as base for pavement or use as an aggregate in concrete itself

Individuals or business entities concerned with the possibility of being supplied with radioactive
contaminated concrete products will sirnply elect to buy alternative products. Furthermore, the
concrete industry could be saddled with the additional and substantial burden of having to purchase and

operate surveillance equipment to monitor the levels of radiation in concrete products, just as the metal
recycling industry has done to monitor levels of radioactivity found in incoming shipments of scrap
metal. Requiring such monitoring would place an excessive financial and procedural burden on
members of the concrete industry.

The WRI would like to join with the PCA to suggest that concrete and associated industry
organizations have some voice in the ongoing NuRC petition review and possible rulemaking process.
Quite simply, the concrete and aggregate industries have little to benefit and much to lose from the
promulgation of standards and regulations that would make it easier to incorporate radioactive
materials in or under concrete products. As significant stakeholders with a keen economic interest in
the outcome of this process, we believe that our input would be invaluable to the NuRC's complete and

objective review and consideration of the licensees' petition for promulgation of regulations on this
issue. In this instance, the WRI and its members respectfully submit that the NuRC should undertake a
thorough examination of the potential short and long tern effects of NuRC rulemaking on this issue
before promulgating standards or regulations that have the very real potential to cause significant
economic damage to those industries that would be receiving the licensees' contaminated solid waste
materials.

We respectfully request the opportunity to actively participate in the ongoing NuRC review of
this sensitive subject and to be kept advised of further rulemaking, open meetings and other
opportunities to comrnent on the topic. On behalf of our membership, the WRI wishes to thank you for
considering these comments and concerns. Should you require any additional information, please
contact us at the Wire Reinforcement Institute.

Very truly yours,

WIRE REINFORCEMENT INSTITUTE

Roy H. Reiterman, Technical Director

NuRCltr5/O I rhr
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WWR For Structural Applications
A Discussion of Current Product
Knowledge and Practices , i,

D4, Da an
INTRODUCTION wir e;aiz

With its greater strength, generally higher ductility, and lengh oftI
significantly lower placing and overall costs, Welded bridge gi
Wire Reinforcement (WWR) offers a highly practical Lic.
and cost-efficient alternative to traditional rebar con-
crete reinforcement.

WWR may be used in virtually any structural applica- cags wih D4h
tion-buildings, bridges, highways, tunnels, pipelines D6.4 wire zes
and precast component systems, for instance - that concrete gider
typically would rely on rebar to fortify concrete. In fact, Jacbs, Field B
both ACI and AASHTO have considered WWR compa- al
rable to rebar for many years, and testing requirements
- i.e., tensile, yield strength at various strain rates, and
bend testing - are similar for both products. WWR, _
moreover, adheres to additional required tests, such
as reduction of area (ROA) and wrap and weld shear
testing (with 50% of the samples having the weld in
the center of the gage length).

There are a great many examples of WWR used in
structural applications throughout the country, and WRI
has a number of research reports and case studies
available that demonstrate how and where high
strength and higher ductility WWR has been used.

WWR ductility-a measure of the steel wires flexibility September-(
and, therefore, one measure of its ability to withstand No. 80-41),
large strains and redistribute stress - compares very '"the wr
favorably with that of rebar. For example, McGill ductility,
University (Montreal, Quebec, Canada) researcher Dr. 360 degr
Denis Mitchell, attested to WWRs ductility in a report in as the w
the March-April 1994 issue of ACI Structural Journal. accordan
'We can provide material which is over 80,000 psi the outer
yield strength and will test at 0.35% strain (as ACI has true test
required for many years)': he wrote, "and it has ductili- With better
ty that matches or exceeds rebar ductility"' as to ncrea
More recently, AASHTO-LRFD specifications now are product, the
recognizing higher strength reinforcement and AASH- wire and lag
TO is considering updating its working stress design minimum dE
specifications to allow up to 80,000 psi yield strength. duction rese
Ironically, this present-day testing agrees with the more are closer tc
than 17-year-old data of Allen B. Dove, a prolific engi- amount of 
neer and honorary member of WRI. Reporting in the wire size an,

rctober 1983 issue of ACI Journal (Title
Mr Dove commented:
ap test is the best way to prove the full
f WWR. When you turn the reinforcement
ees around a mandrel either the same size
'ire or twice the diameter of the wire, in
ce with the ASTM Standards, you extend
fibers of the wire more than 50%. That's a
of wire ductility'
techniques for assessing ductility, as well
se this property's presence in the finished
trend in WWR is toward higher ductility

rger yield plateaus while maintaining the
isired yield strengths. In fact, recent pro-
arch has focused on using rod sizes that
t the finished wire sizes. This reduces the
:old-working needed to attain the desired
d that, in turn, raises the level of ductility.

O Wire Reinfrlcemort rs , Inc 2 / A I
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wire numbers are usually whole numbers. For a style
designation of 12x12-DI0xD10, the first set of num-

Wall rehorcing bers is the spacing of wires in inches for both the Ion-
coeio lcos.t gitudinal and transverse directions, respectively. The

Adult Detention second set is the cross sectional areas of the respec-
Center, tive wires in square inches multiplied by 100 (.10 sq.

in x 100 = 10 ,etc.
faira Co nty, VA

WWR's strength, flexibility and other advantages
have long been relied upon by the precast industry,
particularly for applications that may be subjected
to high flexure and shear stresses. In recent years,
with advances in assessment and manufacturing
technologies, WWR's use in a broader base of
structural applications is growing rapidly.

With respect to this greater interest in and growing
use of WWR, the following discussion examines
important aspects of this superior product, including
manufacturing, specifications and applications, han-
dling and unloading, placing, coated WWR and met-
ric WWR.

MANUFACTURING

Frequently referred to as fabrc or wire mesh, WWR
is manufactured from hot rolled steel rods. The rods
are cold drawn or cold rolled through a series of dies
or carbide rolls to reduce the diameter and to
increase the yield strength of the steel.

WWR for construction is usually manufactured in 5 to
8 foot-wide sheets and rolls. Sheets 12' wide and
some larger are produced primarily for highway
paving and precast components. Special widths can
be furnished on request. Sheets can be provided up
to 40 feet or more in length, but 12-foot 6-inch, 15-
feet, 20-feet and 25-feet are the more common
lengths for ease in shipping and placing. Pipe and
standard building fabric are produced in roll fom. Most
standard building fabnc is available in sheet fom.

Wire sizes are available from Wl.4-W45 and D4-D45.
Other wire sizes are available and vary with individual
manufacturers. The 'W" for plain or D" for deformed

Spacings of longitudinal wires can vary fmm 2" to 16"
(larger spacings are obtainable and vary with individual
manufacturers). Transverse spacings are usually 4, 6, 8,
12, or 16". Wires can be cut flush or have overhangs on
the sides of the welded wire. The ends will generally have
overhangs of one-half the transverse spacing unless
other multiples of the transverse spacing are requested,
i.e. for 12-inch tansverse spacing, 6" & 6" or 8" & 4' or
10"& 2", etc.

SPECIFICATIONS AND APPUCATIONS
WWR is manufactured in accordance with specifica-
tions by the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM). ASTM A82 and A496 specify the
strength and manufacture of plain and defommed wire
used in WWR. ASTM Al 85 and A497 specify the manu-
facture and testing of plain and deformed welded wire
for concrete reinforcement.

WWR is manufactured with the wires in either square
or rectangular paterns, referred to as styles, and is
welded by electrical resistance at each intersection.
The bond strength of WWR is provided by the weld-
ed intersections and deformations when specified.

Welded wire is commonly used to control
temperature/shrnkage stresses and add resenve
strength in slabs on grade. The more common or
standard WWR styles are designated: 6x6-
Wl.4xWl.4, 6x6-W2.lxW2.1, 6x6-W2.9xW2.9 and
6x6-W4xW4. Heavier WWR styles utilizing wire diam-
eters up to 1/2" (some manufacturers can exceed 1/2"
diameter) can be used for structural applications.

The size and area of reinforcement required is speci-
fied by the engineer and depends on the slab thick-
ness, the spacing of the construction and control
joints, the type and density of the sub base, a friction
factor for the sub-grade and the yield strength of the
welded wire. There are a number of design methods
used when the WWR is used for strength in the rein-
forced concrete slab or structure.

The ACI Building Code (ACI-3 8) assigns a minimum
yield strength (fy) value of 60,000 psi to most steel
reinforcing, but allows yield strengths up to 80,000 psi
for many design applications.
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Welded wire reinforcement can be used as ties and
stirrups for column, beam and joist cage (confine-
ment) reinforcement. WWR cage reinforcement is
also used for concrete encased columns. The WWR
supplier uses a welded wire bending machine to
shape the materials into required configurations. The
placing drawings will identify the location and details
of the cage assemblies.

When WWR is used for wall reinforcing, form support
accessories are available to hold the sheets of WWR
in place to provide the necessary cover.

HANDUNG AND UNLOADING

WWR is shipped in two forms - rolls, usually specified for
light commercial and residential building construction or
concrete pipe, and sheets for general commerciaV

industrial construction and precast components. If pro-
duced in roll form, a number of rolls are unitized in a bun-
dle for ease of handling. IndMdual rolls are securely tied,
so uncoiling will not occur when the bundles are cut.

Sheets are bundled in quantities depending on size
and weight of sheets and in accordance with the cus-
tomer's requirements. Generally, bundles of rolls or
sheets will weigh between 2000 and 6000 pounds.
Banding is used for shipping stability only. Bundles
should never be lifted by the steel banding.

WWR Sheet being loadd for truck shipin.

If the olls or sheets must be lifted by crane at the job
site, the customer may request the WWR manufacturerto
install Iffing eyes.

Sheet bundles without lifting eyes are placed on
dunnage (as specified by the customer) for easier
unloading with either a forklift or a crane using a sling
chain hooked or threaded through the bundle. At all
times durng off loading of materials, cauion must be
exercised and all safety regulations and practices must
be observed.

PLACING

WWR rolls are unrolled, cut to proper length and
turned over to prevent ends from curling. Flattening
the material is best accomplished, mechanically; i.e.,
roller straightener, which will provide the necessary
flatness to achieve proper positioning. All WWR
should be placed on support accessories to maintain
the required position and cover as specified by the
engineer.

Splices or laps, either structural or temperature/
shrinkage types, should be specified by the engineer
and in conformance with the AC[ Building Code.
Typically, structural laps for welded wire fabric are a
minimum length of 6" + overhangs for plain wire and
8" including overhangs for deformed wires. The Code
requires that one or two cross wires, depending on
type of wire, occur in structural laps of WWR.
Deformed wire structural laps, when no cross wires
are included in the splice region, are a minimum of
12". In areas of low stress, splice lengths can be
reduced.

For slab on grade construction: With slab thicknesses
less than 5", a single layer of welded wire is placed in
the middle of the slab. For slabs 6" and greater, the
top cover is 1/3 the depth of the slab.

When two layers are specified (usually over 8" thick),
the top cover will be 1" to 2" depending on saw cuts

Is 
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WR Sheet bundles in mute f delivery 6 - WIO x WIO WWR us in bd redecking. - Albny, NY
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(WWR is placed below the saw cuts). The bottom
cover will be 1-1 /2 min. on earth or 1" on vapor bar-
riers. Support manufacturers produce concrete
blocks or steel (coated and uncoated) and plastic
chairs, bolsters, and WWF support accessories made
specifically for either single layer or double layer
reinforcing applications.

Placing WWR on appropriately spaced concrete
blocks, steel or plastic supports with base plates and
typing the WWR at laps is adequate to maintain it's
position during concrete placement. WWR should not
be placed on the sub grade and pulled up
during concrete placement. Following is a suggested
guide for spacing support accessories:

Heavy VWR styles - W9 or D9 and larger: .... 4'-6^
Medium WWR styles -W5 or D5 to W8 or D8: ..... 3'-4'
Light WWR styles - W4 or D4 or less: .. 2'-3' or less**

~~ -_"i , 11, ~ ~
Wid = ace 124-0x7VWRfrlbo gd o=mio ooti

Wid s,,Y d2t2 - D7xD7WW Mrr b it,,f, c in ro bMin
proper poioni g in this auto pa,t ditibuton faciity in Zanevile, OH.

* Spacing of supports for WWR with wires larger than W or D9
could possibly be increased over the spacings shown depending
on the construction loads applied
"Consider using additional rows of supports when large deflec-

tions or deformations occur - also spacing of supports may be
increased provided supports are placed and properly positioned
as concrete is needed

COATED WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT

There are several types of coating specifications for
welded wire reinforcement: one is a galvanized type
(stated in ASTM A185) which is a hot-dipped process
(in accordance with ASTM A641) applied to the cold
drawn or cold rolled wire before welding the wires; hot
dip galvanizing specification ASTM A 123 is used
when galvanizing after fabrication is required.
A second type of coating is epoxy powder, fusion
bonded in accordance with ASTM A884 require-
ments.

METRIC WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT
Generally, when styles of WWR are converted from
inch-pound to metric, both spacings and wire areas
are soft metrcated and rounded to whole numbers.
Pipe fabric is an exception. There will be two lists for
both spacings and wire sizes. One will be a call-out
listing (rounded to whole numbers). The other is an
actual spacing or wire size with numbers carried out
to 0.1 decimal increments. Examples appear below.

In the future, when more styles are specified in met-
ric, wire sizes can be in 5 or 10 square millimeter
areas. Keep in mind, all manufacturers can produce
wire sizes in 1 square millimeter increments (0.001
in2). (See Tables 1 & 2)

Examples of styles converted from
inch-pound to metric:

Metric Standard style (in-d):
152x152-MW 19 x MW 19 (6x6-W 2.9 x W2.9)
Metrc Structural style:
305x305-MD 71 x MD 71 (12x12-D1 x Dll)
Metric Pipe style, Call-out:
51x203-MW 77 x MW 32)2 x 8-W12 x W5)
Metric Pipe style, Actual:
5O.8x203.2-MW 77.4 x MW 32.3 (2 x 8[W12 x W5)

Note: Conversion factors used: 25.4 mm = 1 inch,
645 mm2 = I in2 - A reminder, the inch-pound wire
areas in the examples are in2 multiplied by 1 00.

Note: Table 3 is included for use in selecting areas
of steel with various wire spacings.

wri
This repor s furnished as a guide to industry practioe The
Wire Reinborcement Institute WRI) and its members make no
warmny of any kind regarding the use of this eport for other
than informational purposes. This report is intended for the use
of professionals competent to eluate the significance and
limitations of its contents and who will accept the responsibility
for the application of the material it contains WRI provides the
foregoing material as a malet of information and, therefore, dis-
claims any and all responsibility for appiloation of the stated prin-
ciples or the accuacy of the sources other than material devel-
oped by the Institute.
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TABLE 1 METRIC WIRE AREA, DIAMETERS & MASS
WITH EQUIVALENT INCH-POUND UNITS e

Metric Units

Size +
(MW=PIaln) Area Diamete

(mm2) (mm2) (mm)

MW290

MW200

MW130

MW120

MW100

MW90

MW80

MW70

MW65

MW60

MW55

MW50

MW45

MW40

MW35

MW30

MW26

MW25

MW20

MW19

MW15

MW13

MW1o

MW9

290

200

130

120

100

90

80

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

26

25

20

19

15

13

10

9

19.22

15.95

12.9

12.4

11.3

10.7

10.1

9.4

9.1

8.7

8.4

8.0

7.6

7.1

6.7

6.2

5.7

5.6

5.0

4.9

4.4

4.1

3.6

3.4

.r Ms
irMass

(kg/m)

2.27

1.57

1.02

.941

.784

.706

.627

.549

.510

.470

.431

.392

.353

.314

.274

.235

.204

.196

.157

149

.118

.102

.078

.071

Inch-pound Units (conversions)

Size +
(W=PIain) Area Diamete
(in2xl00) (In2) (in)

W45

W31

W20.2

W18.6

W15.5

W14.0

W12.4

w10.9

W10.1

W9.3

W8.5

W7.8

W7.0

W6.2

W5.4

W4.7

W4.0

W3.9

W3.1

W2.9

W2.3

W2 .0

W1.6

W1 .4

.450

.310

.202

.186

.155

.140

.124

.109

.101

.093

.085

.078

.070

.062

.054

.047

.040

.039

.031

.029

.023

.020

0.16

.014

.757

628

.507

.487

.444

.422

.397

.373

.359

.344

.329

.314

.298

.283

.262

.245

.226

.223

.199

.192

.171

.160

.143

.135

tMetric wire sizes can be spcified in 1 mm2 increments. Inch-Fund sizes can be specifed in 001 mn2ncrements.
Note O -For other available wire sizes, onsult other WRI publications or discuss with WWF manufactures
Note + -Wires maybe deformed, use prefix MD or eet where ony MWor Wis required by building codes (usualyess than MW26 or W4).

C, o

r Weight
(IbJft.)

1.53

1.054

.687

.632

.527

.476

.422

.371

.343

.316

.289

.263

.238

.214

.184

.160

.136

.133

.105

.098

.078

.068

.054

.048

Gage
Guide

7/0

6/0

5/0

4/0

3/0

2/0

1/0

1

2

3

4

6

8

1 0

L.



COMMON STYLES OF METRIC WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT (WWR
WfTH EQUIVALENT US CUSTOMARY UNITS3

Metric Styles
(MW = Plain wire)2
102x102 - MW9xMW9
102x102 - MW13xMW13
102x102 - MW19xMW19
102x102 - MW26xMW26
152x152 - MW9xMW9
152x152 - MW13xMW13
152x152 - MW19xMWI1
152x152 - MW26xMW26
102x102 - MW20xMW20
152x152 - MW30xMW30
305x305 - MW61XMW61
305x305 - MW1IOxMW110
152x152 - MWS2XMWS2
152x152 - MW54XMWS4
305x305 - MWS9XMWS9
305x305 - MW107xMW107
152x152 - MW28XMW28
162x152 - MWS2x52
305x305 - MWS7xMWS7
305x305 - MW103XMW103
152x152 - MW27xMW27
152x152 - MW48XMW48
306x305 - MW54XMWS4
305x305 - MW97XMW97

Wt. Equivalent US Al Wt
(kg/m2) Customary Style (in2Ift) (lbslCSF)

1.51 4x4 - W.4xW1.4 .042 31
2.15 4x4 - W2.OxW2.0 .060 44
3.03 4x4 - W2.9xW2.9 .087 62
4.30 4x4 - W4.0xW4.0 .120 88
1.03 6x6 - W1.4xW1 .4 .028 21
1.46 6x6 - W2.0xW2.0 .040 30
2.05 6x6 - W2.9xW2.9 .058 42
283 8x6 - W4.0xW40 .060 58
3.17
3.32
3.47
6.25
5.66
5.81
8.25
9.72

3.22
5.61
3.22
5.61
3.08
5.52
3.08
5.52

4x4 - W3.1 xW3.1
6x6 - W4.7xW4.7

12x12 - W9.4xW9.4
12x12 - W17.1xW17.1

6x6 - W8.1xW8.1
6x6 - W8.3xW8.3

12x12 - W9.1xW9.1
12x12 - W16.6xW16.6

6x6 - W4.4xW4.4
6x6 - W8xW8

12x12 - W8.8xW8.8
12x12 - W18xW16
6x6 - W4.2xW4.2
6x6 - W7.5xW7.5

12x12 - W8.3xW8.3
12x12 - WI 5xW15

.093

.094
.094
.171

.162

.166

.091
.166

.088

.160

.088

.084

.150

.083

.150

65
68

71
118
119
69
125

63
115
66

60
108
63
113

I Group A - Compares areas of WWR at a minimum f = 65,000 psi.
Group B - Compares areas of WWR at a minimum fy = 70,000 psiGroup C - Compares areas of WWR at a minimum fy - 72,600 psiGroup D - Compares areas of WWR at a minimum fy = 75,000 psiGroup - Compares areas of WP at a minimum f = 80,000 psi

t with areas of #3 or #4 reba
i at minimum f = 60,000 psi

2 Wirs may also be deformed, use prefix MD or D, except whre ony MW or W is reqursd by buildng codes (usually less than a MW2 or .V4)iso wre ses can be specfied mi 1mm2 (metric) or 00 in' (US ustomary) increments.
For other avalable styles or wir sizes. Consult other WRI publications or discuss with WWR manufacture.4 styles may be obtained in rol form. Note: It is recommended that ros be straightened and cut to size before placement.

L

TABLE 2

A1 &4

Bl

C'

D'

A'
(mmlm

88.9
127.0
184.2
254.0
59.3
84.7
122.8
169.4
196.9
199.0
199.0
362.0
342.9
351.4
192.6
351.4
186.3
338.7
186.3
338.7
177.8
317.5
175.7
317.5

'-N

rat 12" o.c

( (0e
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U.S. CUSTOMARY INCH-POUND) WIRE SIZES AND AREAS
TABLE 3 - SECTIONAL AREAS OF WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT

Wire Size Number* Nominal Nominal Area in Sq. In. Per Ft. Of Width For Various Spacing
(area of steel x 100) Diameter Weight _ Center-To-Center Spacing _ g

Plain Inches LbsjLin. Ft 3" 4" 6" 12" 16"
W45 .757 1.530 1.80 1.35 .90 .45 .34
W31 .628 1.054 1.24 .93 .62 .31 .23

W20 .505 .680 .80 .60 .40 .20 .15
W18 .479 .612 .72 .54 .36 .18 .135
W16 .451 .544 .64 .48 .32 .16 .12

W14 .422 .476 .56 .42 .28 .14 .105
W12 .391 .408 .48 .36 .24 .12 .09
Wil .374 .374 .44 .33 .22 .11 .083
W10.5 .366 .357 .42 .315 .21 .105 .079
WIO .357 .340 .40 .30 .20 .10 .075

W9.5 .348 .323 .38 .285 .19 .095 .071
W9 .338 .306 .36 .27 .18 .09 .068
W8.5 .329 .329 .34 .255 .17 .085 .064
W6 .319 .272 .32 .24 .16 .08 .06
W7.5 .309 .309 .30 .225 .15 .075 .056

W7 .299 .238 .28 .21 .14 .07 .053
W6.5 .288 .221 .26 .195 .13 .065 .049
W6 .276 .204 .24 .18 .12 .06 .045
W5.5 .265 .187 .22 .185 .11 .055 .041
W5 .252 .170 .20 .15 .10 .05 .038

W4.5 .239 .153 .18 .135 .09 .045 .034
W4 .226 .136 .16 .12 .08 .04 .03
W3.5 .211 .119 .14 .105 .07 .035 .026
W3 .195 .102 .12 .09 .06 .03 .023
W2.9 .192 .098 .116 .087 .058 .029 .022

W2.5 .178 .085 .10 .075 .05 .025
W2.1 .162 .070 .084 .063 .042 .021
W2 .160 .068 .08 .06 .04 .02
W1.5 .138 .051 .06 .045 .03 .015
WI.4 .134 .049 .056 .042 028 .014

Ne;The abmyolathgdpan w snses nom m4setetomare dre rmen sls to ecicarasofdinlorcemiresmaybe
demd duin pr exc where oyki requedmbulgcd s (lyss ha W4) e sizsber nose kd boemy be avaleff afty
requid is sfflc topsy mu

The numberf llo Ing the pe W idmlfi the csston .aea of the wie in hundredths of a sqare inh,

T rdim dademd e equMkn to di pmner a M e vlpert de def,me
Reer to AO 318 or The ACa Buldg Code requrmt f tenson devopmenlengths and enon lap splics /welded wirrenboremn Fo, adddlonalnbma
lon see Weld d Wir Renforemenl Manual of Sndard Pacice and Sructul Wldd Wie Renfo cmnt lD hg Manual both pubishe by the We
Rekf.cement Institule

This report is furnished as a guide to industry practice. The Wire Reinforcement Institute (WWR) and its
members make no warranty of any kind regarding the use of this report for other than informational purposes.
This report is intended for the use of professionals competent to evaluate the significance and limitations of its
contents and who will accept the responsibility for the application of the material it contains. WRI provides the
foregoing material as a matter of information and, therefore, disclaims any and all responsibility for application
of the stated principles or the accuracy of the sources other than material developed by the Institute.
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Cargill Stee & WIre 4006 Be% ne Road, Sulite 280 Lf 6; Addison, TX 75001

Connecl Steel Corporation 35 l RdWallingd CT Of42

Davis Wire Corporation 19411 6mhAvs South Kent, WA 98032-119N

EWP, Inc. 0 N Warpole Street; Upper Sandusky, OH 43351

Insteel Wir Products 1373 Boggs Drive; Mt. Aiyr NC 27030

o l ntel & Wire f600 W. Van Buren; CentewYille, loms 52544

iter & Wire 5W eensRd, Suie 710; Houston, TX 77067

Okdshoma Steel & Wire Co., Inc. P0 Box 220 (Highway 70 South); Madill, OK 73446
_6 I --- ----- I

Eastern Reinforcing Ld. 80 Her Dunant Street Moncton NB; LIE Ee C da

Numesh Inc. 3000 Frncis Hughes; Lava, Quebec; H7L 3U5 Canada 450 663 8700 450 663 9049
Tree=sland Industries, Ltd. PC B 50; New Weaminster, BC V3L 4Yf Canada 8 0063 757 6046249B38.l o a i i s L d 

W 5 4 9 3

Acero,entro 
Avj. Gis STh; Cd. Industri CRP 37490 A.P. 1-929; Leon, Gte. Mexic Ol01 52 4710 9100 t 01 52 4710 9117

Anchor Win Ltd. PO Box 97855; South Aukland Mail Centre Manukau City New Zealand OIl 649266 666 O 6492662992
Chain Link Fence & Wir Produb J PO bx 978; Cspa naHeight Stion San Juan, PR OO22 7 7 251 IW- 787 21 l

-. I 
787 251 1Q00 787 251 1011t Stateu SA Rua Cenno Sbrighi 170 Centr Empmesria ludite

Edifice o, 05036-0fO A'Gua Bnca Sao Paulo S, Brait 0f 55 18374 4130 06 551138744211

Golik Meal Manufacturing Co., Ltd. DO 77 Lot No. 187, Ping Che Rd.;
Ping Yeung New Village, Fanling Nt; Hong Kong Oil 852 2674 3580 O1 1852 2674 958B

Inular Wim Poducs PO Box 457, Can,o, PR 00953-0457 787 798 666 787 798 5962
Tah Chung Steel Corpanion 669 Secl, Hsiang Stang Road Taihung, Taiwan 011 886 4 33q i I rs . I__., 

- _ is_ _W_ K 7 Si4dZ

3M -CorrosionProction Products 2173Stanich St.; N. Maplewd MN 55109 651 770 7327 651 770 7328
A.WM. Sri AutomatfWelding Machines Sf13 Pontlebbana - Km. 146 33010 Magnano In RiMer (Udine); Ity Olf3643276f639 Ot139432791949

B.L. Downey Company, nc. 2125 Gadner Road Broadview, IL 60153 $003231206 708 345 8017
Cliffot Machine y 55 Adams Cirle; PO Box 1678, Russelville Y 42276 270 725 8232 270 725 8652
EVG, Inc. 220 Ead 42nd St. Suite 3100; NeYork NY 10017 212 697 0770 212 687 1SBd
Fsrmsti, Inc. 16510 Nothchase Drive; Houston, TX 77060 281 999 9995 281 999 4143
Morgan-Kch Corp. 88 Cresant St.; Wcester, MA 01608 508 793 45 50 793 2163
Dupont Powder Coting U.S.A., Inc 980 Genard Road Houston, TX 7041 713 939 400 0 713 939 4027

Impi4nti Industriali SPA Zona Industriae Riwli; 33010 Osoppo (Udine) Itly 01 3943298f1811 O1 39432981810
Lane Enterprises 1244CaremontRoad Carlisle PA 17013 771249 0245 7172464949 0i45
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Pavement and Sbb Resead. ..
Studies Show Properly Covered WWR Produces
High Performance Concrete
Three research studies have shown that properly
covered welded wire reinforcement (WWR) produces
high performing, durable concrete structures that
continue to serve their owners well after as many as
30 years or more of use.

In fact, principal researcher, Professor Luke Snell of
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, noted that
research results in at least one study indicated the
concerns some design professionals have about the
use of WWR are not justified. Professor Snell, who
conducted his research project for WRI, studied the
performance of both concrete highway paving and
industial slabs-on-ground that were constructed using
WWR.

A key element in these examinations was determining
the depth of WWR and comparing the results to spec-
ifications at the time of construction. This was accom-
plished with the aid of a battery-powered cover meter
that induces a magnetic field into the concrete through
a hand-held probe. Steel in the pavement/slab will dis-
turb the induced field, resulting in a variation of the
field that is proportional to the depth of the steel. Past
research has proven the equipment to be very accu-
rate in detemining the amount of cover Another ele-
ment in the examination was a visual inspection to
determine the current state of the pavement/slabs.

In all three cases, Professor Snell's results showed
that 95 percent or more of the WWR cover measure-
ments were in compliance with the original specifica-
tions and that the cover for the reinforcement was
determined to be acceptable. In the case of the
30-plus-year-old highway, Professor Snell found the
pavement to be in good shape for its age. Some micro
surface cracking existed, but no major stress cracks or
displacement at joints or intermediate cracks existed.
'Both industrial slabs [one in excess of 10 years old,
the other just under fourj were judged excellent in
overall appearance, despite "non-existen7' mainte-
nance.

Th Iinis DOTtest ecton o inteortat, 157 south of Champan, IL.

An expanded discussion of Professor Snell's work and
findings is presented below.

Improved Durabilifty
Properly Covered WWR Highway Pavement
Still Serving Illinois More Than 30 Years Later

A 3-mile section of interstate route 1-57, south of
Champaign, IL, was chosen as a test subject for
Professor Snell's research in part because the Illinois
Department of Transportation (DOT) had elected to
keep this portion of the highway open for study
Its original surface, therefore, has never had an over-
layment.

Mr Milt Sees, vice president of Southern Illinois
Concrete Products, Inc., in Mt. Vernon, IL, designed
the roadway over 30 years ago [mid 1 960s] when he
worked for the IL DOT. Mr. Sees, who is a past execu-
tive director of WRI, provided photos for this case
study. The roadway he designed is reinforced with one
layer of WWR 6 x 12-W8.6 x W8.6 (152 x 305-MW55
x MW55) which was placed in the top portion of the 1 0"

© WireRef rementlnstute Inc 2001
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The cover of WWR can be controlled within specifica-
tion limits if the reinforcement is in sheet form and
adequate supports are provided. The paving project
has been in use for over 30 yeam and has given
acceptable performance for the owners." Professor
Snell found the paving to be in good shape for its
age. Some micro surface cracking exists, but no major
stress cracks or displacement at joints or intermediate
cracks exists.

TWO VWR INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
SLABS-ON-GROUND SHOW HIGH DEGREE
OF DURASIUTY FOR HEAVY LOADS.

The Illinois DOT has not added an ovehaymen to the test
section so they can study it.

Professor Snell's reported findings
CASE STLUDY 2

This first of two buildings researched for appropriate
cover is a slab on ground at a large manufacturing
plant in North Carolina constructed approximately 10
years ago. The specifications required welded wire
reinforcement i.e., WWRI4 x 14- D6 x DO (356 x 356-
MD39 x MD39) with a cover of 2 inches (52 mm). The
design professional did not specify a tolerance imit.
The contractor, Baker Construction of Monroe, Ohio,
used a tolerance limit for the WWR of 1/3 tol/2 the
depth of the slab thickness. The slab had a total depth
of 6 inches (152 mm). In a conversation with the con-
tractor's project manager, he stated that the WWR was
placed on supports and that a great deal of attention

The linols DOT tet sectidon has given acceptable was given to keeping the WWR at the correct depth.
peormance f..o.er 30 years. Thirty locations were randomly selected to determine

thick cross-section. The concrete was placed in TWO the cover of the WWR with Professor Snell's covero e (1 8mthick ss-section.uTherconcret was pla meter. The testing indicated that the average cover
strikeoffs, one 7" (178mm) thick pour and the other 3n was 2.36 inches (60 mm) with a standard deviation of
(76mm) thick. The sheets of WWR were placed in 0.11 inches (3 mm). At all measured locations, thebetween the two strikeoffs.

The location of the WWR was within the depth toler-
ance that IL DOT specified, or 2.5 (64mm) 1'
(25mm). The contractor actually placed the reinforcing
with 3' (76mm) of cover. Fory locations were random-
ly selected to determine the cover of the pavement
reinforcement, WWR. Test results showed an average
cover of 3" (76mm) with a standard deviation of 0.07
inch. At all measured locations, the WWR was within
the stated tolerance of 1-1/2 (38mm) to 3-1/2 (89mm)
inches. Thus, 95% or more of the WWR cover meas-
urements were within compliance. The cover for the
reinforcement was determined to be acceptable.

Professor Snell's summary of his study stated: "Based
on the research, the concerns some design profes- Pmfessor Snell and the battey-powered coermeter used to detect
sionals have about the use of WWR are not justified placement of WWR rmnforcement in the industial slabs.
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- WRI MEMBER'S ADDRESSES, PHONES, FAXES, AND E-MAIL -
Click on underlined company names to visit their website

PRODUCER MEMBER i DRS f POE_ 
COMPANIE9S _ ADDRESS _ _ _PHONE __ FAX e-MAIL
[U.S. PRODUCER MEMBERS [[ __ __ ll

406Berine Rd, Suite 280a
Cargill Steel & Wire [ l16 260 972-716-6700 972-716-6710
_______________________ Addison, TX 75001 IF

|ConnectieutSteel _ || Waflngford, ft 800-221-0323 5 203-265-7676 White |

Connecicut Stree 19411 th Ave., So 800 72Mr.ike~~Davis Wire ~~ J [ Kent, WA 98032-1190 Jf_________II 5-9-79E 

|EWP, Inc. 1 [ 1200 N. Warpole Street i| 80044281 1 419-294-1019 |[Mr- Phil Ross|
________ _______ _______ Upper Sandusky, OH 43351 __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __1_ _ _ _ v

|InsteelWireProducts 1373 Bogg Drive 800-334-9504 IF 336-786-682 if MsFaie|

|InsulrireProductPODox 787-7984666 787-798-5962 - -
'~~~~~' ~~~ Catano, PR 009347 __________IF _________I

|Iowa Steel and Wire m500W. Van Buren -6300 641-437-1667 | Ke 

Ivv Steel and Wire J[5s Road, Sute 71| 800-254 0080 281-876-1648 -MMike|

|Oklhoma Steel & Wire Co, Inc. l PO Box 220 (Hwy 70 S.) IL 800-544164 1 550795-541 I mr. David_______ _______ _______ ____ j M adil, OK 73446 i _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _j __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ W einand

l l ~~~~~~~~~~~PO Box 11978 Mrrafe
|Protecto Manufacturina Corm. | Capaffa Hehts Ston 787-251-1000 787-251-1011 [ Mr. Rafael

San 3uan, PR 00922-1978 il _ NdoJr

!CANADA PRODUCER MEMBERS Jf __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ II __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ f_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _[ _ _ _
tEastellI Renforcing Ltd. He Moncton,NBE1E Street 506-857-8141 506-859-7295 || MrJim Kely

INumesh, Inc. 3000 Franc 450-663-8700 450-663-9049 i Mr. Pierre

i if PO Box 50 i 
|Tree Island Industres. Ltd. New Westminster, BC V3L 4Y1 800-663-8757 604-524-9638 Mr Ted Leja

Canada

IMEXICO PRODUCER MEMBERS __ _ _ J _I~Acerocentro S.A. DE C.V.
Av. GIs S/N Cd. Industrial C.P- 011-52-4-710-9100 011-52-4-710-9117 Zermeno

___________________ _._ _ Le n, Gto. M cxko f_ _ |f Padilla

S. AMERICA PRODUCER if
MEMBERS 11 __ _ _ _ _ _ _11

r ll ~~~~~Rua Cenno Sbrighl
170 Centro Empresarial ludlce Il

|erdau SA Edfico II, 05036-010 A'Gua ll 011-55-11-874-4132 011-55-11-874-4211 -
ll ll ~~~~~ ~~Branca l ll

Sao Paulo SP, Brazil I

MEMBERS I_ IF 1_ F 1

||Anchor Wlre, Ltd. || South Auckland Mal Centre 0114-9-266-6666 011-64-9-266-2992 Ru-sell
Manukau C, New Zealand _________Russell

D.D. 77, Lot No. 187,Plng Che

LtIk Metal ManufacturngioPng Yeung New illage, | 011-852-2674-3580 011-852-2674-9585 1
I! !! ~~~~~~Hong Kong!

|ah Chung:teei Corp. If69 _ achung, Taiwan R 011-886-4-383-3333 i-4- 311-m-4-8321 2 1 
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Clifford Machinern

EG Inc.

|Ferrostaal Inc.

[Dunont Powder Coatinas
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Mr. Fred
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Mr. Chris
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Mr. Fritz
Herrmann
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WWR was between the 1/3 and 1/2 the depth (no
measurements were out of tolerance limits). This test-
ing indicated that 95% or more of the WWR cover
measurements were within compliance and the cover
for the WWR was acceptable.

Fifty two locations were randomly selected to deter-
mine the cover of the WWR. The testing indicated
the average cover was 2.64 inches (66 mm) with a
standard deviation of 0.25 inches (6 mm). Four val-
ues were outside of the tolerance limits (were not in
the upper 1/3 to 1/2 the depth of the slab). The over-
all testing indicated that 95% or more of the WWR
measurements were in compliance and that the
cover for the WWR was acceptable.

Wonke walk on or ino wide spacd welded wire trinforcement
without deflecting or displacing it dring concrete plcment

CASE STUDY 3

The second industrial building case history was a slab
on ground of a large distribution facility built approxi-
mately 4 years ago. The slab is reinforced with
WWR12 x 12-D8 x D8 (305 x 305-MD52 x MD52) with
a cover of 2 inches (52 mm). The design professional
did not specify a tolerance limit; thus a tolerance limit
was set by the contractor, Murphy & Son, Southaven,
MS for placement of the WWR to be in the upper 1/3
to 1/2 of the slab thickness. The slab had a depth of 6
inches (152 mm). During construction, there was an
independent inspection of the construction, which indi-
cated the WWR was uniformly supported with approx-
imately 2 inches (50 mm) of cover

A final note on the two industrial slabs - overall
appearance of both projects was excellent.
Intermediate cracking was minimal. No wide cracks
were noticed, thus no displacement. No breakdown or
excessive wear at contraction joints was obserwed.
Both owners advised that maintenance on the slabs
was non-existent and they both were very satisfied
with their performance.

Professor Snell's report can be read in it's entirety by
contacting the Hanley-Wood Group in Addison, Illinois.
It is published in the July 1997 issue of Hanley-Wood's
Concrete Construction periodical and is titled:
"Cover of Welded Wire Reinforcement in Slabs and
Pavements." We are very grateful to the Illinois DOT
for their assistance in rerouting traffic and providing a
safe working area to do the necessary research work.
Also, the two owners of the industrial plants were very
receptive and assisted in providing background mate-
rials for the studies. The WRI wishes to thank
Professor Snell for his thorough research and the own-
ers and contractors that provided input. WRI is very
grateful to the Aberdeen Group for publishing the arti-
cle referred to above.
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It only takes two workers to eally cary two 8i 15 sheets of W R. Worke walk on or into wide spaetd welded wire teinforcement
without deflecting r displacing it dring cncrete placement
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C WRI Members and Phone NumbersI .

Cargill Ste & Wire 406 Betlne Rad, Suite 280 LBI6; Addison, TX 7500 972 716 6700

Connetict Sli Corporation 35 Tbelles Rd.; Wa ngord, CT 0492 80 22 M23

tavis Wire Corporation 19411 Nth Ave, South; Kent, WA 98032-1190 800 872 8920

EWP, Inc. 1200 N. Warpo Steet Upper Sandusky OH 43351 800 842 8581

Instant Wie Products 1373 boggs Drve: Mt. Airy, NC 27030 8 034 954

Iowa Stel It Wir I5OW. Van Bumn; Centevle, a 52544 515 856 6300
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .- j .

Iv St & Wire j 515 W Grens Rd., Suite 710; Houston TX 77067 | [ 800 2540 8O

Oklahoma Stee & Wir Co., Inc. I POB m220 Highway 70 Souh); Madl, OK 73446 800 654 414t

972 716 6710

2M 265-7676

253 395 3729

419 294 1019
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$15 4371667

281 8761648

M80 795 5841

Eastern Reinforcing Ltd 80 Hei Duant Street: Moncton, NB: El E 1 E6 Canada 50 857 8141 06 859 7295

Numesh Inc. 3000 Fmncis Hughes; Laval, Quebec H7L 3J5 Canada 450 663 870 450 663 9049

Tee Island Indusies Ltd P0 Box 50; New Westminste, BC;V3L 4Y1 Canada 800 663 8757 604 524 96
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Anchor Wire Ltd. PO Bo 97855 South Auckland Mail Cente; Manul City Ne Zealand OI 6492666666 01 6 492662992

Chain Link Fence & Wire Producs P box 178; Caparra Height Station; San Juan, PR 0022 77251 00 787251 Ol
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InsularWire ProdUCtS FD Box 457 Cat,nc, PR 00963 0457 787 798 6666 787 798 5962

Tah Chong StWI Corportion 69 SecI, Hsiang Shang Road; Tachung, TaiNn Oil 686 4 383 3333 Of 88643832102

3M - Corrosion Protection Products 2179 Sdtnich St. N Maplewood MN 551 09 651 770 7327 651 770 7Z9

A-WM. rt Atromati Welding Machines SS 13 Pontebbana -Km 14 33010 Magnano In Rivera (Udine)h tay 011 39432 79193 01 3943Z791949

B.L. DoWNey Company, Inc. 2125 Gardne Rad Broadmw IL 60153 800 323 1206 708 345 8017

Clifford Machin ey 55 Adams COle PO Bo 1678 Russ.ville KY 42276 270 725 8232 270 725 852

EVG Inc. :220East42ndSt. Sute3100;NewYork NYI17 212 697 0770 212 687 1586

Ferrosaral, Inc. 1651 0 Nothchase Dre Housto,, TX 77060 281 999 9995 281 999 41t4

Morgan-Koch Corp. 88 Cresea St.; Worester MA 01EO8 50 793 1945 508 793 2163

Dupont Powder Cating U.S.A., Inc. 9800 Genard Road Houson, TX 77041 713939 400 713 939 4027
4---
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